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When a vertical liquid jet impacts on a solid and horizontal surface, the liquid starts
spreading radially on the surface, until a sudden increase in the fluid height occurs and
a circular hydraulic jump (CHJ), easily seen in the kitchen sink, is formed. In this study,
the formation of CHJ is numerically simulated by solving the flow governing equations,
continuity and momentum equations, along with an equation to track the free surface
advection using the volume-of-fluid (VOF) method and Youngs’ algorithm. The numerical
model is found to be capable of simulating the jump formation and its different types.
Extensive comparisons are performed between the model results and those of the avail-
able experiments and modified Watson’s theory. The model is shown to accurately predict
the jump location and its behavior. Also a parametric study for the effects of different
parameters including volumetric flow rate, downstream height, viscosity and gravity on
the jump radius, and its characteristics is carried out. Compared with previous works on
CHJ available in the literature, employing the VOF method considering the surface
tension effects and performing a full parametric study and a complete comparison with
experiments and theory are new in this paper. The simulations are performed for two
different liquids, water and ethylene glycol, where it is found that the jump is more stable
and its location is less sensitive to the downstream height for the more viscous liquid
(ethylene glycol). When the downstream height is increased, the radius of the circular
hydraulic jump reduces up to a certain limit after which there would be no stable jump.
If the gravity is decreased, the radius of the jump and the length of the transition zone
will both increase. The radius of the jump in microgravity conditions is less sensitive to
the downstream height than it is in normal gravity. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4003307�

Keywords: liquid jet impingement, circular hydraulic jump, numerical flow simulation,
volume-of-fluid method

1 Introduction

At the beginning of the 20th century, the great British physicist,

Lord Rayleigh encountered a discontinuity in the geometry of

linear one-dimensional flow. The structure is called river bore if

moving and hydraulic jump if stationary and is created due to, for

example, variation in river bed. The classical planar hydraulic

jump, which occurs in open-channel flows, is a very old and well-

known phenomenon thoroughly considered in the literature. How-

ever, the circular hydraulic jump �CHJ� although having a similar

name, is completely a different phenomenon. When a circular ver-

tical liquid jet impacts on a solid horizontal surface, which is

called target plate, the flow spreads radially away everywhere—

from the stagnation point—until at a particular radius, which is

called the radius of the jump, the thickness of the liquid film

increases abruptly and a so-called circular or axisymmetric hy-

draulic jump occurs. The impingement of the circular jet on the

solid surface is important in a variety of processes such as the fuel

tank of space shuttles, aircraft generator coils, coating flows, im-

pingement cooling of electronic devices, laser mirrors, and mate-

rial processing in manufacturing �1�. The important feature of the

CHJ is its potential for the heat loss in the downstream of the

jump, especially for the processes in which the purpose is cooling

a hot surface, such as the research done by Womac et al. �2�.
The first person who considered hydraulic jump was probably

Lord Rayleigh �3� who proposed his model by using the continu-

ity and momentum equations and assuming the flow to be invis-
cid. He assumed that mass and momentum are conserved across
the jump, but energy is not �some energy is lost across the jump
due to the viscous dissipation related to the flow recirculation at
the jump�. He finally could derive some relations for the inviscid
jump. Rayleigh’s method was based on the analogy of shallow
water and gas theories. The complete theory of inviscid circular
hydraulic jump was presented by Birkhoff and Zarantonello �4�.

However, because of the thinness of the fluid layer, particularly
before the jump, it is clear that the flow in such a problem is
viscous and the inviscid theory is not adequate for predicting the
location of the circular hydraulic jump. Therefore, the viscosity
must be taken into account. The first who considered the effect of
viscosity on CHJ was Watson �5�, who solved the problem ana-
lytically. He described the flow in terms of a Blasius sublayer
developing in the vicinity of the stagnation point, as on a flat
plate, and also in terms of a similarity solution. By using the
momentum equation, he could finally obtain a relation for predict-
ing the radius of the jump assuming the downstream height to be
known. Watson’s model will be considered in detail in Sec. 2.

There were also some earlier works on CHJ done by Tani �6�
and Kurihara �7� who, unaware of each other’s work, obtained the
same result that was later known as the Tani–Kurihara theory. In
their theory, the source of the circular hydraulic jump is assumed
to be the separation of the flow and the formation of a vortex on
the wall below the jump.

The validity of Watson’s theory has been investigated experi-
mentally by many different researchers throughout the world in
the last four decades such as Watson himself �5�, Olson and Turk-
dogan �8�, Ishigai et al. �9�, Nakoryakov et al. �10�, Bouhadef
�11�, Craik et al. �12�, Errico �13�, Vasista �14�, Liu and Lienhard
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�15�, Ellegaard et al. �16�, and in particular Bush and Aristoff

�17,18�. The agreement between the theory and experiments has

been diverse depending on the jump conditions.

Bowles and Smith �19� studied the circular hydraulic jump—

with surface tension considerations—and the small standing

waves preceding the jump. Higuera �20� also proposed a model

for planar jump by studying the flow in transition region in the

limit of infinite Reynolds number. Bohr et al. �21� applied the

shallow-water theory to the CHJ and obtained a scaling relation

for the jump radius. Later, they also proposed a simple viscous

theory for free-surface flows that can accommodate regions of

separated flow and yield the structure of stationary hydraulic

jumps �22�.
Watanabe et al. �23� presented integral methods for shallow

free-surface flows with separation in the application of circular
hydraulic jump and also the flow down an inclined plane. Elle-
gaard et al. who had already investigated the CHJ empirically
�16�, for the very first time, observed the polygonal hydraulic
jumps in their experiments �24� and reported them in detail later
�25�. In the same year, Yokoi and Xiao �26� considered the tran-
sition in the circular hydraulic jump numerically. Three years
later, they also studied numerically the structure formation in cir-
cular hydraulic jumps with moderate Reynolds numbers �27�.
Brechet and Neda �28� also investigated the circular hydraulic
jumps and compared their theory with experiments.

Avedisian and Zhao �1� studied in detail the effect of gravity on
the circular hydraulic jump experimentally. They showed that re-
ducing the gravity will make the jump radius larger and its curva-
ture smaller. According to their observations, in low gravity con-
ditions, the radius of the jump is higher than that of the normal
gravity conditions. The length of the transition zone was also
found to be larger, i.e., the jump occurs more gradually. They also
observed that the jump radius is almost independent of the down-
stream height in low gravity conditions, while as many research-
ers have shown, this height is a vital parameter in normal gravity
conditions. They found that the effect of surface tension and vis-
cosity was dominant at low gravity conditions �1�.

Rao and Arakeri �29� considered the CHJ empirically and mea-
sured the radius of the jump, film thickness, and the length of the
transition zone; they specially focused on jump formation and
transition to turbulent flow. Ferreira et al. �30� simulated the cir-
cular hydraulic jump numerically in order to compare the various
upwind schemes for convective term of the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions. However, the effect of surface tension in their numerical
model has not been considered.

Gradeck et al. �31� studied the impingement of an axisymmetric
jet on a moving surface both numerically and experimentally in
order to simulate the cooling of a rolling process in the steel
making industry. Ray and Bhattacharjee �32� also studied the
standing and traveling waves in the CHJ. Very recently, Mik-
ielewicz and Mikielewicz �33� proposed a simple dissipation
model for the CHJ. Kate et al. �34� studied experimentally the
impingement of an oblique liquid jet on a solid surface causing a
noncircular jump. They also measured the film thickness and the
stagnation pressure for different angles of the incoming jet. Kasi-
mov �35� continued the work done by Tani �6�, Kurihara �7�, and
Bohr et al. �21� to obtain relations for predicting the jump radius
and the film thickness upstream and downstream of the jump; he
compared the circular hydraulic jump with the detonation wave in
gasdynamics. The imperfections of the theory of Bohr et al. �21�
such as lack of asymptotic solutions and also blowing up the
solutions at a particular radius �radius of the disk� did not exist in
the Kasimov theory. Middleman �36� presented a complete review
of the circular hydraulic jump and described the phenomenon in
nondimensional form.

In this study, the impingement of a vertical liquid jet on a solid
surface is simulated employing an in-house code developed based
on the method of volume-of-fluid �VOF� using Youngs’ algorithm
for the advection of the free surface. As stated earlier, many nu-

merical works on CHJ available in the literature did not consider
the effect of surface tension; in this study, however, this effect has
been considered using the continuum surface force �CSF� model.
The model is validated by a full comparison between the results of
simulations with those of the available experiments and theory.
The model is shown to be capable of simulating different types of
the CHJ as well. The effects of different parameters such as down-
stream height, volumetric flow rate, and gravity are also investi-
gated in detail. The main contribution of this paper compared with
the previous works can be stated to be the use of the VOF method
considering the surface tension effects, the investigation of the
effects of important parameters, and the presentation of a com-
plete comparison with both experiments and theory.

2 Theory of Circular Hydraulic Jump

In this section, the viscous theory of a circular hydraulic jump
proposed by Watson �5� and later modified by Bush and Aristoff
�17�—by introducing the effect of surface tension—is briefly dis-
cussed. Upon impact of a vertical liquid jet on a solid surface, a
circular hydraulic jump may occur; a sample of an empirically
observed CHJ is shown in Fig. 1. For further elaboration of the
phenomenon, the general structure of CHJ is also shown in Fig. 2.

As mentioned in the Introduction, Watson was the first person
who analyzed the viscous circular hydraulic jump. He used the
boundary layer theory for the upstream of the jump and assumed
the flow in the downstream region to be inviscid. Assuming the
pressure thrust to be equal to the rate of momentum destruction,
he derived the following for the jump condition:

1

2
g�H�

2 − H2� = � Q

2�R j

�2� 1

H
−

1

H�

� �1�

where H is the upstream height, H� the downstream height �or

outer depth�, g the gravitational acceleration, Q the volumetric

flow rate, and R j is the radius of the jump. The final result of the
inviscid theory in nondimensional form, obtained by neglecting

the term containing �H /H��2 in Eq. �1� and making some substi-

tutions, is given by

Fig. 1 The circular hydraulic jump †45‡

Fig. 2 The general structure of circular hydraulic jump
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R jH�
2 ga2

Q2
+

a2

2�2R jH�

=
1

�2
�2�

where a is the radius of the incoming jet before impact. Watson
showed that the inviscid theory is not accurate enough for predict-
ing the radius of the jump by comparing his experimental results
with this theory. The same conclusion is made from numerical
results, as discussed later in this paper.

In order to derive his viscous theory, Watson ignored the hy-
drostatic pressure and obtained a similarity solution for the prob-
lem. He argued that upon impact of a liquid jet on the surface, the
boundary layer would grow from the stagnation point until it en-
gulfs the flow entirely. Thus, he divided the upstream flow into

four different regions: the region r=O�a� very close to the point

of impact; the region r�a in which the boundary layer is similar
to that of Blasius over flat plate; a small transition region; and
finally the region in which the flow is completely unaffected by
the original flow, and the similarity solution suggested by Watson
is valid. Ignoring the third region and applying the method of
Karman–Pohlhausen to match the Blasius layer in the second re-
gion along with his own similarity solution in the forth region,
Watson proposed following velocity profile:

u = U�r�f� z

�
� �3�

where U�r� is the surface velocity, � is the boundary layer thick-

ness, and f is the similarity function. He introduced a defining

radius of r=r0 across which the properties of the flow change

significantly. For r�r0, the velocity profile is similar to that of

Blasius over a flat plate, the boundary layer thickness is ��H,

and the surface velocity is U�r�=U0. At r=r0, the boundary layer

reaches the free surface and captures the whole flow. For r�r0,
the velocity profile is of the type of similarity solution obtained by

Watson, Eq. �3� with �=H. The value of the defining radius �r0� is

obtained by the condition �=H, which eventually leads to r0

=0.3155a Re1/3 �5�.
Watson assumed the flow to be laminar and ignored the effect

of surface tension and hydrostatic pressure in his analysis. Bush
and Aristoff �17� studied the CHJ both experimentally and ana-
lytically in which they considered the influence of surface tension.
By proposing a simple relation for the curvature force—which for
weak jumps is comparable to pressure forces in momentum
equation—they modified Watson’s theory as �17�

R jH�
2 ga2

Q2 �1 +
2

Bo
� +

a2

2�2R jH�

= 0.10132 − 0.1297�R j

a
�3/2

Re−1/2 r � r0 �4�

R jH�
2 ga2

Q2 �1 +
2

Bo
� +

a2

2�2R jH�

= 0.01676��R j

a
�3

Re−1 + 0.1826�−1

r � r0 �5�

where Bo=�gR j	H /
 is the Bond number, Re=Q /�a is the Rey-

nolds number, � is the density, � is the kinematic viscosity, 
 is

the surface tension, and 	H is the jump height.
The above relations for the jump radius differ from those of

Watson �5� only in the term including Bond number that contains
the surface tension effect, which is highlighted in the weak jump
regimes. By this modification to Watson’s theory, Bush and Arist-
off �17� could improve the accuracy of his model in small jump
regimes in which his own theory had some imperfections. Accord-
ing to the above relations, for the strong jumps with large radius,
the Bond number will be large; as a result, its effect on the above
equations will become negligible and Watson’s theory will be re-
covered.

Using a shallow-water approach, Bohr et al. �21� presented a
scaling relation for the circular hydraulic jump radius as

R j 	 q5/8�−3/8g−1/8 �6�

where q=Q / �2�� and R j is the radius of the jump. According to

this relation, decreasing gravity and viscosity and also increasing
the flow rate will result in larger jumps. They verified the validity
of this power law relation using their measurements �21� and the
experimental results of Tani �6�. As shown later in this paper, the
same flow characteristics are also seen from the numerical results
�see Figs. 11 and 12�.

Based on different features observed experimentally, Bush et al.
�18� classified the CHJ into two types. According to their classi-
fication, the type I jump, as shown schematically in Fig. 3�a�, is
the standard CHJ in which the surface flow is radially outward
everywhere and is also marked by the separation of the boundary
layer below the jump and on the surface. Increasing the down-
stream height changes the jump structure classified into type IIa
and IIb by Bush et al. �18�. The type IIa jump, shown in Fig. 3�b�,
is marked by a separation bubble on the wall and also by a region
of reversed flow �also known as surface roller� at the jump front.
In this type of jump, the main stream flows between these two
vortices. If the downstream height is increased further, the jump
will transform to type IIb also called double jump in which the
thickness of the fluid layer increases twice as shown schematically
in Fig. 3�c�. The above classification of CHJ reveals the impor-
tance of the downstream height in the flow structure, which will
be studied later in this paper.

3 Numerical Method

In this study, the circular hydraulic jump is simulated numeri-
cally by solving the Navier–Stokes equations, along with an equa-
tion for tracking the free-surface. In this section, a brief account of
the numerical method is presented. The governing equations are
the continuity and momentum equations

� · V = 0 �7�

�V

�t
+ � · �VV� = −

1

�
� p +

1

�
� · �J + g +

1

�
Fb �8�

where V is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, � is the stress

tensor, and Fb represents the body forces per unit volume acting
on the fluid. The CSF method �37� is used to model the surface

tension as a body force �Fb� that acts only on interfacial cells. The

fluid flow is assumed to be Newtonian, laminar, isothermal, and
incompressible. The flow Reynolds number for the simulations

performed in this study was less than 1.4104, which is far less

than the critical Reynolds number �2.57104� reported in the

literature for the turbulence inception in the CHJ flows �5�.
In the past decade, a number of techniques, each with its own

particular advantages and disadvantages, have been developed to

Fig. 3 Schematics of different types of circular hydraulic jump
as introduced by Bush et al. †18‡
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simulate complex multifluid flow problems. Level set methods
�38,39� are designed to minimize the numerical diffusion hamper-
ing shock-capturing methods and typically define the interface as
the zero-level set of a distance function from the interface. The
advection of this distance function evolves with the local fluid
velocity. A well-known method for tracking the free surface of a
liquid is the VOF technique �40�, where the computational domain
is characterized by a liquid volume fraction function. This func-
tion is used to determine both the liquid position and the liquid/

gas interface orientation. In this method, a scalar field f �known as
volume of fluid fraction� is defined whose value is unity in the
liquid phase and zero in the gas. When a cell is partially filled

with liquid, i.e., the interface, f will have a value between zero
and one

f = 

1 in liquid

�0 �1 at the liquid-gas interface

0 in gas
� �9�

The discontinuity in f is propagating through the computational
domain according to

Df

Dt
=

� f

�t
+ V · �f = 0 �10�

For the advection of volume fraction f based on Eq. �10�, different
methods have been developed. Roughly two important classes of
VOF methods can be distinguished with respect to the represen-
tation of the interface, namely, simple line interface construction
�SLIC� and piecewise linear interface construction �PLIC�. Earlier
works with VOF were generally based on the SLIC algorithm
introduced by Noh and Woodward �41� and the donor-acceptor
algorithm published by Hirt and Nichols �42�. The reported litera-
ture on the simulation of free-surface flows reveals that the Hirt–
Nichols method has been used by many researchers. In this study,
however, we used the PLIC method of Youngs �43�, which is a

more accurate technique. Assuming the initial distribution of f to
be given, velocity and pressure are calculated in each time step by

the following procedure. The f advection begins by defining an

intermediate value of f

f̃ = fn − �t � · �Vfn� �11�

Then it is completed with a “divergence correction”

fn+1 = f̃ + �t�� · V�fn �12�

A single set of equations is solved for both phases; therefore,
density and viscosity of the mixture are calculated according to

� = f�l + �1 − f��g �13�

� = f�l + �1 − f��g �14�

where subscripts l and g denote liquid and gas, respectively. New
velocity field is calculated according to the two-step time projec-
tion method as follows. First, an intermediate velocity is obtained

Ṽ − Vn

�t
= − � · �VV�n +

1

�n
� · �

n + gn +
1

�n
Fb

n �15�

The Poisson equation for pressure is then solved to obtain the
pressure field:

� · � 1

�n
� pn+1� =

� · Ṽ

�t
�16�

Next, new time velocities are calculated by considering the pres-
sure field implicitly

Vn+1 − Ṽ

�t
= −

1

�n
� pn+1 �17�

The explicit evaluation of the convective, viscous, and body
forces terms in Eq. �15�, places restrictions on the magnitude of
the allowable time step in order to maintain the stability of the
solution. The Poisson equation �Eq. �16�� is solved using an in-
complete Cholesky conjugate gradient solver. Further details of
the numerical method and Youngs algorithm are given elsewhere
�40�.

Figure 4 shows the flow initial setup along with the specifica-
tions of the boundary conditions applied on the computational
domain. As seen in the figure, a small obstacle is added at the end
of the domain to preset the flow downstream height. We treat the
obstacles as a special case of two phase flow in which the first
phase is fluid �liquid and surrounding gas� and the second phase is
solid obstacle. The obstacle is characterized as a fluid of infinite
density and zero velocity. In general, the obstacle boundaries may
snake arbitrarily through the computational mesh. For the simula-
tions in this paper, however, the obstacle boundaries coincide with
the lines of the computational grid. The full details of obstacle
implementation in the presence of a free surface are given else-
where �44�.

In order to reduce the time of the computation required to reach
a steady CHJ, the domain is initially assumed to contain a stag-
nant fluid layer of the same liquid as of the incoming jet with a
thickness equal to that of the obstacle. The boundary conditions
for solving the equations, shown in Fig. 4, are as follows. For a
solid wall, the no-slip and no-penetration boundary conditions are
applied. Also a zero pressure gradient condition is applied across
the solid boundaries. For the axis of symmetry—i.e., the left
boundary of the computational domain of the CHJ—the velocity
of the fluid satisfies the slip and no-penetration conditions, while
the gradients of pressure and volume of fluid fraction are zero on
the axis of symmetry. The boundary condition used for the right
side of the domain is the open boundary, which means the gradi-
ents of pressure, volume of fluid fraction, and velocity are all zero.
At the top of the computational domain for the inflow boundary,
the values of velocity and volume of fluid fraction are set at each
time step. The simulations performed in the course of this study
were done using an in-house code developed based on the above
numerical method and computational procedure.

4 Results and Discussion

The results of simulations for the CHJ based on the VOF
method are presented in this section. The location of the jump
formation and different characteristics of the CHJ are obtained
from the simulations. The effects of various parameters including
the downstream height, flow rate, and gravity are also discussed.
The simulations are performed for two liquids; tap water and eth-
ylene glycol �EG� and thus the effect of fluid properties is also
investigated.

4.1 Mesh Study. Youngs algorithm for free surface advection
is more accurate when used in a uniform mesh. In this study,
therefore, the grid size was uniform in both directions as shown in
Fig. 5 for a sample case. The cell size used in this work was set
based on a mesh refinement study in which the grid size was
progressively increased until no significant changes were ob-

Fig. 4 The flow initial setup along with the specifications of
the boundary conditions, the obstacle, and the fluid layer
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served in the simulation results. The mesh resolution was charac-
terized by a parameter called CPR defined as the number of cells
per radius of the incoming jet. Figure 6 shows the jump simulation
for different values of CPR for a water jet of 5 mm in radius
impacting a solid surface with a flow rate of 30 ml/s and a down-
stream height of 2 mm. Close inspection of the numerical results
showed that for the case with a CPR less than 10, no stable jump
was formed leading to a fluctuating jump radius. When the CPR
was increased to 15, the jump was stable with a radius of 26.28
mm. Increasing the CPR to 20 slightly changed the jump radius to
26.38 mm. As a result, the jump radius does not change signifi-
cantly when increasing the CPR value from 15 to 20. For all
simulations performed in this study, therefore, a uniform mesh of
20 cells per radius of the jet was used.

4.2 Simulation of Water Circular Jump. The model results
are first presented for a base case for which experimental results
are available in the literature. The working fluid is tap water with

these properties: �=1000 kg /m3, �=110−6 m2
/s, and 


=0.073 N /m. The radius of the incoming jet is a=5 mm, the

flow rate Q=30 ml /s, and the obstacle on the periphery has a
height of 2 mm and a length of 10 mm. As explained before �Fig.
4�, the obstacle is added to set the downstream height to a desired
value. It should be noted that the actual downstream height is
usually more than the preset nominal value because the liquid will
flow over the obstacle. In order to reduce the computational time
needed to reach a stable hydraulic jump, a thin fluid layer with a

thickness equal to that of the obstacle is placed on the top of the
substrate �see Fig. 4�. For the base case with the above conditions,

for a typical computational domain of 6010 mm and a CPR

value of 20, the grid size would be 24040. For such a case, the
CPU time was around 1 h on a typical PC with a computational

time step of around 10−4 s.
The results of the model for the evolution of a circular hydrau-

lic jump formation for the base case are shown in Fig. 7. From

Fig. 5 The computational domain for simulating the CHJ „top…
and a magnified view of the uniform grid used for simulation
„bottom…

Fig. 6 A mesh study on the CHJ by simulating the jump for
different CPR values „for tap water as the working fluid, a flow
rate of Q=30 ml/s, a jet radius of 5 mm, and a downstream
height of H�=2 mm…

Fig. 7 The evolution of a circular hydraulic jump formation
„for tap water as the working fluid, a flow rate of Q=30 ml/s, a
jet radius of 5 mm, and a downstream height of H�=2 mm…
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this figure, it is clear that the flow approaches a steady-state con-
dition in less than 1 s elapsed after the introduction of the incom-
ing jet.

A 3D view of the simulated CHJ for the same case as Fig. 7 is
compared qualitatively with that of the experiments �45� in Fig. 8.
A quantitative comparison of the two results is also performed as
presented in Fig. 9 where the variation of the nondimensional
jump radius with the Re number is compared with the measure-
ments �13�. As seen in this figure, both results show that the radius
of the circular hydraulic jump is increased by increasing the volu-
metric flow rate �that is increasing the Re number�. Close agree-
ment between the predicted jump radius with that of the experi-
ments validates the numerical model and its underlying
assumptions.

4.2.1 Effect of Downstream Height and Volumetric Flow Rate.
Downstream height or outer depth is one of the most important
parameters in the study of circular hydraulic jump and, as seen
before �Fig. 3�, it is the key parameter in determining the jump

type. In most experimental works available in the literature, it has
been shown that the jump radius is reduced by increasing the
downstream height up to a certain limit after which the stability of
the jump will be broken and there would be no stable circular
hydraulic jump. To investigate the effect of the downstream height
in the numerical model, obstacles with a known length and vari-
ous heights are placed at the end of the computational domain. To
reduce the effect of the boundary condition at the periphery of the
domain on the jump flow, the appropriate length of the obstacle
was found to be 10 mm; this value was obtained based on a large
number of simulations performed with different values of the ob-
stacle length. For a value higher than 10 mm, the effect of bound-
ary condition at the periphery vanished. For all simulations in this
study, therefore, this value for the obstacle length was used. Fig-
ure 10�a� shows the effect of the downstream height on the radius

of the jump for a 5 mm jet with a flow rate of Q=30 ml /s. It is
seen quite clearly that the radius of the jump decreases signifi-
cantly by increasing the downstream height. When the height is
increased from 1 mm to 3 mm, the jump radius is decreased by
more than 60%. For further increase of the height, no stable jump
was observed in the numerical results.

The effect of the volumetric flow rate on the jump radius for a
constant jet diameter of 5 mm is given in Fig. 10�b�. As expected,
by increasing the volumetric flow rate, a jump with a larger radius
will be formed. An increase of the flow rate from 10 ml/s to 50
ml/s increases the jump radius by 3 times the initial radius.

4.2.2 Effect of Viscosity. It has been verified experimentally,
that the liquid viscosity is an important property that has a par-
ticular effect on the stability of the CHJ. Water for instance does
not always lead to a stable jump because of its low viscosity. That
is why Ellegaard et al. �25� had the idea of using a more viscous
liquid such as ethylene glycol. Bush and Aristoff �17� also used
water-glycerol solution as the working fluid. Using more viscous
liquids made it possible to observe and report more stable and

Fig. 8 The 3D view of simulation of the CHJ with a qualitative
comparison with experiments †45‡

Fig. 9 Comparison of the jump radius from numerical model
and experiments „Errico †13‡…

Fig. 10 Variation of jump radius with „a… downstream height
and „b… volumetric flow rate
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steady jumps.
The numerical results for variation of jump radius against liquid

viscosity, holding other properties constant, for two different flow
rates �for a jet radius of 5 mm and an obstacle height of 2 mm� is
shown in Fig. 11. The figure is presented in a nondimensional
form where the jump radius is scaled by that of the jet, and the

viscosity by that of the water ��w�. When the viscosity increases,

the radius of the jump decreases; this is in agreement with the
scaling relation of Bohr et al. �21� in which the jump radius is
inversely proportional with the viscosity �see Eq. �6��. The figure
also reveals a similar behavior of the jump radius to the viscosity
variation for different flow rates.

4.2.3 Effect of Gravity. The effect of gravity on circular hy-
draulic jump was empirically studied in detail by Avedisian and
Zhao �1�. In this study, the effect of gravity is investigated numeri-
cally; Fig. 12 shows the effect of gravity on the radius of the jump

for a jet of radius 5 mm with a flow rate of Q=30 ml /s and an
obstacle height of 2 mm. The horizontal axis in the figure is the

nondimensional gravity �G=g /g0� in which g0=9.81 m /s2. As

seen in the figure, the radius of the jump increases when the
gravity is reduced; this is in agreement with what experimentally
observed and reported by Avedisian and Zhao �1�. They found that
when the gravity decreases, i.e., in low gravity or microgravity
conditions, both the radius of the jump and the length of the
transition zone increase; thus, the jump occurs more gradually
than in normal gravity conditions. The increase of jump radius by
decreasing the gravity is also verified by the inviscid theory. As
discussed earlier in this paper, based on Watson’s derivation for
the jump condition �Eq. �1��, the jump radius is inversely propor-

tional to the gravity, i.e., R j �1 /g. This behavior is also confirmed
by the scaling relation of Bohr et al. �see Eq. �6��.

The microgravity condition also affects the sensitivity of the

jump radius variation with respect to the changes in the down-
stream height. Avedisian and Zhao �1� observed that in low grav-

ity conditions �G�1�, the radius of the jump is almost indepen-

dent of the downstream height, i.e., the jump radius is not
sensitive to the outer depth as it is in normal gravity conditions.

This behavior is also studied numerically here �for Q=30 ml /s
and a jet of radius 5 mm� and the results are shown in Fig. 13. It

should be noted that for low gravity conditions, a value of G

=g /g0=0.02 was used for all the simulations, which is the same
value used in the experiments by Avedisian and Zhao �1�. As the
figure shows, the influence of outer depth on the jump radius in
normal gravity is more pronounced than it is in low gravity con-
ditions. This is the same as observed in experiments �see Fig. 16
of Ref. �1��.

The simulations for the effect of gravity are also performed for
another case in which the influence of the flow rate on jump radius
is studied; the results of these simulations are presented in Fig. 14.
As expected, the radius of the jump increases by raising the volu-
metric flow rate in both normal and low gravity conditions. As
expected, however, the jump radius in microgravity is larger than
it is in normal gravity. The effect of gravity on the CHJ under
various flow rates can be better seen in a cross-sectional view of
the jump as shown in Fig. 15 for four different flow rates �for a jet
radius of 5 mm and a downstream height of 2 mm�. As observed
from the figure, in all flow rates, the jump occurs at a larger radius
in the low gravity condition. Moreover, the length of the transition
zone, i.e., the distance between the upstream and downstream of
the jump across which the CHJ occurs, is larger in low gravity
than in normal gravity condition. To show the effect of the gravity
on gradual occurrence of the jump, a 3D view of the simulations
in normal and microgravity conditions is also displayed in Fig. 16.

Fig. 11 The variation of circular hydraulic jump radius with
viscosity for two different flow rates

Fig. 12 The variation of jump radius with gravity in a nondi-
mensional form

Fig. 13 Comparison between the effect of downstream height
on jump radius in normal and microgravity conditions

Fig. 14 Comparison between the effect of volumetric flow rate
on jump radius in normal and microgravity conditions
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The same observation in experiments has also been reported by
Avedisian and Zhao �see Figs. 8 and 9 of Ref. �1��.

4.3 Circular Hydraulic Jump for Ethylene Glycol. In this
section, the results of simulations for the formation of the CHJ for
another liquid, EG, are presented. As water is not considered a
highly viscous fluid, the CHJ for water under certain conditions

may not be stable. That is why some investigators chose more
viscous liquids such as glycerol-water solution �17� or EG �18,25�
in their experiments to study the CHJ.

In Fig. 17 the variations of jump radius with the volumetric
flow rate are plotted for a case with EG as the liquid. The figure
also shows the results for a water jet with the same conditions. As
seen from the figure, the radius of the jump increases when the
flow rate is raised for both water and EG. However, the radius of
the jump for water is generally larger than that of EG. This is in
line with what was discussed earlier that for more viscous liquids
there will be smaller jumps �see Fig. 11 and Eq. �6��. The exten-
sive simulations performed in this study reveal that to have a
stable CHJ for water, the flow rate cannot exceed a certain limit as
seen in Fig. 17. For EG, however, even for large flow rates the
obtained CHJ are stable.

The effect of downstream height on jump radius for EG for four
different flow rates �for a jet radius of 5 mm� is shown in Fig. 18.
As expected, ethylene glycol exhibits the same characteristic as
water, i.e., the jump radius decreases with increasing the outer
depth and for larger flow rates, there will be bigger jumps. Figure

Fig. 15 Circular hydraulic jump in low and normal gravity conditions for four different flow rates

Fig. 16 3D views of circular hydraulic jump in low and normal
gravity conditions

Fig. 17 Comparison of variation of jump radius with flow rate
between water and ethylene glycol
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19 compares the variation of jump radius with the downstream

height for both water and EG for Q=30 ml /s and a jet radius of
5 mm. It is seen from the figure that the radius of the jump for
water is generally larger than that of EG. But more importantly,
the figure shows that the sensitivity of jump radius to the down-
stream height for water is more pronounced. Thus, it can be in-
ferred that for more viscous liquids, the circular hydraulic jump
will be less sensitive to the outer depth. The simulations showed

that for a water jet with Q=30 ml /s, no stable jump was formed
for a nominal downstream height of 3 mm and higher. For an
ethylene glycol jet with the same flow rate, however, the jump
was even formed for a nominal height of 4 mm. This height for

larger flow rates, e.g., Q=60 ml /s, reaches the value of 5 mm
leading to a stable and thick jump. A 3D view of a sample simu-
lation for such a thick jump is presented in Fig. 20 corresponding
to a 5 mm EG jet with a flow rate of 50 ml/s and a nominal
downstream height of 3.75 mm.

4.4 Types of Circular Hydraulic Jump. From the results
presented up to this point, the VOF numerical method was found
capable of predicting the CHJ and the effects of various param-
eters. The model, however, can be used to study different types of
the CHJ as discussed earlier in this paper. In Fig. 21, the CHJ for

an ethylene glycol jet for Q=60 ml /s and a jet radius of 5 mm is
presented under different obstacle heights; the flow streamlines
surrounding the jump are also shown in the figure. As Fig. 21�a�
shows for an obstacle height of 1.5 mm, a simple jump with no
flow separation �i.e., no vortex� is formed. Increasing the height to
2.5 mm creates a type I jump where a wall vortex is seen on the
solid boundary below the free surface right after the jump. When
the obstacle height is increased further to a value of 5 mm, both a
wall vortex on the solid boundary and a surface roller within the

liquid right at the jump location are observed. This jump is called
type IIa �18�. For the same height of 5 mm for the obstacle when
the flow rate is decreased to 50 ml/s an interesting phenomenon
takes place; a double jump also known as type IIb �18� is formed.
Figure 22 displays such a case in both 2D and 3D views in which
the liquid height is increased twice.

4.5 Comparison With Watson’s Theory. A complete quan-
titative comparison of the model results with those of the theory
and experiments is given in this section. The numerical model is
run for two liquids of water and EG with various values for jet
radius, flow rate and downstream height. The extensive results are
then plotted in a nondimensional form as presented in Fig. 23. For
the theoretical data, Watson’s theory as modified by Bush and
Aristoff �17�, i.e., Eqs. �4� and �5�, are employed. The dashed line
seen in the figure is the result of the inviscid theory �Eq. �2��. In

Fig. 18 The effect of downstream height on jump radius for
ethylene glycol for different flow rates

Fig. 19 Comparison of variation of jump radius with down-
stream height between water and ethylene glycol

Fig. 20 A 3D view of circular hydraulic jump for ethylene
glycol

Fig. 21 Different types of circular hydraulic jump obtained
from the model: „a… jump with no vortex „H�=1.5 mm…, „b… type
I jump „with wall vortex… „H�=2.5 mm…, and „c… type IIa jump
„with both wall vortex and surface roller… „H�=5 mm…
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plotting this figure, the same procedure as of Bush and Aristoff
�17� has been taken in which the left-hand side of Eqs. �4� and �5�
are plotted in terms of a nondimensional term as given in the
figure. The figure also contains the experimental results performed
by Bush and Aristoff �17�. A close agreement is observed between
the predicted values using the VOF numerical model and those of
the experiments and theory. From both the simulations and the
modified Watson’s theory, it can be seen that studying the hydrau-
lic jump without considering the effect of viscosity does not lead
to an accurate prediction of the jump location. A close inspection
of the numerical results reveals that for ethylene glycol, a better
agreement with the theory and experiments compared with that of
water is obtained. This comes from the fact that more viscous
liquids lead to more stable and steady jumps, as discussed before.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, the impingement of a vertical liquid jet on a solid
and horizontal surface, which may lead consequently to the for-
mation of a CHJ, was numerically simulated and the results were
compared with those of the theory and experiments. The flow
governing equations including the Navier–Stokes equations along
with an equation for the advection of the free surface were solved

using the volume-of-fluid method. First, the circular hydraulic
jump was simulated and compared with experiments. Then the
effects of different parameters on the jump radius and its charac-
teristics were studied. The downstream height, volumetric flow
rate, viscosity, and gravity were the parameters studied here. The
simulations were performed for two different liquids, water and
ethylene glycol and they were compared with the modified Wat-
son’s theory. The present results agree well with the measure-
ments and the theory; this verified the model and its underlying
assumptions. The model was also shown to be capable of simu-
lating the different types of circular hydraulic jump. A brief sum-
mary of the numerical results is given below:

• Increasing the flow rate or decreasing the liquid viscosity
leads to a larger jump;

• When the downstream height is increased, the radius of the
circular hydraulic jump reduces up to a certain limit after
which there would be no stable jump;

• If the gravity is decreased, the radius of the jump and the
length of the transition zone will both increase, i.e., the cir-
cular hydraulic jump is bigger in low gravity than normal
gravity conditions;

• The radius of the jump in microgravity conditions is less
sensitive to the downstream height than it is in normal grav-
ity;

• For more viscous liquids �e.g., ethylene glycol�, the jump is
more stable and its location is less sensitive to the down-
stream height.
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Nomenclature
a � jet radius

Bo � bond number
CHJ � circular hydraulic jump
CPR � cell per radius

f � volume of fluid fraction

Fb � body force

g � gravitational acceleration

H � upstream height

H� � downstream height

n � normal unit vector

p � pressure

Q � volumetric flow rate

R j � jump radius

r0 � critical radius
Re � Reynolds number

t � time

t � tangential unit vector

U0 � incoming jet velocity

V � velocity vector
VOF � volume-of-fluid

Greek Letters

� � boundary layer thickness

� � kinematic viscosity

� � density


 � surface tension

� � stress tensor
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